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SECRET

PRIORITY DIR INFO HEMI CITE VAVE 6949
12 DEC 63 H17 9397

RYBAT CFPMPR PMMEMP

REF A VAVE 6690 NOT SENT HEMI (N 75902)
B DIR 67746 NOT SENT HEMI
C VAVE 6796 NOT SENT HEMI (N 76755)

1. JENTONS RETURNED VAVE 12 DEC. IN ADDITION TO COMMO CHANNEL
OUTLINED PARA'S REF C, JENTONS ALSO INCLUDED IN HIS LETTER TO UNSTAR
Suggestion that UNSTAR could also send name of source and other
details via NIKIT pouch to NIEMEI-O, HEMI, if UNSTAR FELT
signal letter via MASSAU intell. too slow. UNSTAR should ask
NIKIT-3 PASS LETTER PERSONALLY TO JENTONS.

2. RE LTV-O PARA 1, ASKED ODENVY QUESTIONED NIETO ON ALLEGED
DALLAS CONTACTS, SINCE REF A REPORTED ONLY THAT NIETO COULD GIVE
INFO ON DALLAS CONTACTS.

SECRET

SIS Comment. According to UNSTAR (O) Field Force reportedly extremely
concerned with progress of investigation into President Kennedy's murder and
with possible implications that could result.

ODENVY (O) providing for direct access to source, which of course was possible.
May be (1) quoted MRS. UNSTAR (O) at length, but unable to obtain
further knowledge.